
HOMEOPATHIC RESONANCE
 
One of the latest discoveries in science is use of homeopathic dozes of 
electromagnetic field rather than applying massive EMF output associated with 
plasma generators and zappers. The homeopathic approach is as effective or 
possibly even more effective in application.
UnlikeUnlike normal EMF which can harm, applying almost undetectable EMF is 100% 
safe for the body.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS

Nanotechnology - break down Morgellons - break down
5G Shielding Against
EMF Shielding Against
Geopathic Stress Shielding Against 
Aura Restoration 
Schumann Field RestorationSchumann Field Restoration
Age Deceleration

CONTRAINDICATIONS

There are no contraindications in who can use this device.  The device does not 
exceed in emitting EMF (electromagnetic field) of that of the bioelectric circuitry 
of a human cell. 
The EMF emitted by this device is no greater than most of the house appliances, 
telephone masts or any other electrical installation surrounding our living spaces. 
AdditionallyAdditionally - there are no direct connection(s) to the circuit board of the device 
hence if used correctly as in the manual the user cannot be exposed to any form 
of electrocution. 
It is therefore deemed that this device is safe in use by anybody - no matter what 
the physical or mental state the person is in. 

UNIVERSAL FREQUENCIES

For those who do not know where to begin we suggest to look into the concept 
of universal frequencies.
To find out more on how to compress multiple frequencies into one single universal 
number browse the link below.
Imagine if you could use one single frequency to solve every problem?

wwwww.thelawoffrequencies.com

DISCLAIMER

The Black Box LFG is nothing but a simple frequency generator with no software or 
preset frequencies or programmes in the menu. TBB LFG was designed based on 
SWEEPER device and with cooperation with Enso Electronics Ltd.
TheThe device TBB LFG is not a medical device. The use of the device in any medical 
applications if undertaken by the person purchasing the product are at their full 
responsibility.
The manufacturer and distributors do not take any responsibility for individuals 
who choose to use this devise in any such alleged applications and who may be 
making such claims.

Price per unit £600


